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If you have learned different techniques in schools and colleges about essay writing - then you might have 

realized that every essay needs to follow a different set of rules. Writing an essay is a piece of cake for 

students who know the art of essay writing. You can also learn different rules that can help you to write my 

essay for me prove yourself academically. 

 

 

 

 

 

Academics have divided essays into various types and a critical essay is one where you need to critically 

evaluate information. It is an essential skill that can help you from high school to postgraduate to get good 

grades. You can use this skill to evaluate literature reviews by following the approach of PROMPT. 

 

 

Just like SWOT analysis, it is an important technique where you use Timeliness, Presentation, Method, 

Objectivity, Relevance, and Provenance. Scholars have devised this structured approach to evaluate 

information in a write my paper. 
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Provenance 

You need to analyze a piece of information like who produced it or where it came from. It can provide useful 

information later to incorporate in your critical essay. You need to identify the sponsoring body, author, and 

source of information. You can also apply stable theory and would help you to analyze the value of academic 

work. It can also be an indirect clue about the reliability of the information. You can also add information 

about the author or his dedication to the cause. 

 

 

Relevance 

It is an important aspect of quality information, you do not need to identify its relevance rather its 

relationship. Remember that you only need high-quality and relevant information. Irrelevant information 

would not help you to conduct a thorough analysis. For example, if you want to conduct an analysis on 

geography make sure to check its essay writer emphasis and level. You can determine the factor of 

relevancy by reading a paragraph several times. 

 

 

Objectivity 

It means a balanced or objective approach to find the information as later it would present arguments, 

evidence, and later to draw a conclusion from the same evidence. You just need to be vigilant in finding 

objective information based on concrete evidence. If you want to get outside help then do not rely on 

any cheap essay writing service as it might provide you a low-quality essay. You just need to find a legit 

academic essay writing service that will provide you work with quality even if it seems a bit expensive. 

 

 

Method 

If you want to critically evaluate an essay then make sure to use different multiple methods. Your method 

should be clear about write my paper for me, research-oriented, appropriate, consistent, questionable, and 

above all different from the previous ones. Your critical essay must be error-free so that it can be published 

in a reputed journal or magazine. If you are not clear about it then try to get free samples from professional 

essay writing services.  

 

 

Presentation 

It should be presentable to a large audience so that it does not have any barriers. You must use appropriate 

font size and type, include some images and diagrams, do not write anything illogical, and so on. 

Presentation is very important in your critical essay, I still remember the catastrophe I faced. When I started 

to write my essay, I could not comprehend the presentation model but posts like these helped me a lot.  
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Timeliness 

Timeliness is very important in your critical essay – it mainly involves published dates of information. It also 

ensures the quality of information and how relevant it is to your topic. You should have no doubts about 

information or when it was produced. Whether the information is relevant to your research or not. Make 

sure to paper writing service and verify information, it must not be obsolete as it would jeopardize your 

essay and research altogether.  

 

  

Useful Resources: 

  

What to Do When I Can’t Write My Essay? 

  

How Much Does It Cost for a Writer to Write Your Essay? 

  

Can I Pay Someone to Write an Essay for Me? 

  

What is the Best Website to Write My Essay Online? 

  

How to Write a Great Essay About My Career Goals? 

  

Are Essay Writers Legit to Hire? 
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